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Abstract: Relational databases are still important in modern times due to their
many advantages, such as ease of interaction, simplicity and data integrity. In this
regard, structured query language (SQL) and technical knowledge about database
schemas are the basic building blocks for retrieving information from relational
databases. Generally, non-expert users cannot skillfully write technical queries
on the target database. To this end, many database natural language interfaces
(NLIDB) have been developed to greatly facilitate users. However, each system
provides a different interface for new users, so beginners can use different inter-
active modes to enter keyword-based queries. For users, migrating from one
NLIDB to another is a difficult problem. To solve this problem, NLIDB needs
to be standardized so that novice users can easily enter queries in their native lan-
guage. This paper proposes a standardized interface for NLIDB, which considers
the three quality parameters of interface, query comparison and performance.
Based on these parameters, we developed a standardized interface called the key-
word-based frequent search engine (FKBSE). The DBLP data set has been eval-
uated experimentally. The results show the effectiveness of FKBSE compared
with parallel systems in terms of quality parameters.
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1 Introduction

Structured Query Language (SQL) is famously used to retrieve information from relational databases.
Usually, novice users are not familiar with SQL, so they lack the technical knowledge to deal with data
in the database schema. The natural language interface of the database (NLIDB) is used to formulate
natural language queries related to user inquiries to store and retrieve information from the targeted
database. First, the user inputs a query to NLIDB in natural language, and then converts it to SQL. Then
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retrieve the required information from the database and display it on the interface. Different interfaces have
appeared in the literature, including menu-based, formal query language and graphical interface, but because
the user’s query ability is limited, they have the risk of interface format changes [1–3].

In this article, we considered four popular NLIDBs, including BANKS, Object Summary (OS), Scalable
Keyword Search on Big Data Streams (SKSLDS) and SPARK to investigate user behavior and develop one
for novice learning Interface. In banks, the backward expansion search algorithm is equipped with heuristics
to calculate the results incrementally [4]. The affinity measurement relationship between pattern graphs and
graphs originated from the OS ranking function technology. In the existing literature, the Affinity Ranking
Correctness (ARC) is measured, and the ranking paradigm is evaluated in [5]. In addition, a keyword-based
interface for data flow is provided in SKSLDS [6,7]. Finally, SPARK uses a sorting method based on
traditional information retrieval (IR) sorting technology. It provides a method to search for top-k keyword
queries of related tuples in relational databases [8].

NLIDB is designed to help novice users. However, the difference in NLIDB with different parameters
makes it difficult for novice users to enter queries and search results. In order to solve this problem, a
standardized interface based on Frequent Keyword Search Engine (FKBSE) is proposed. The interface is
based on three parameters, namely interface, query comparison and performance. The DBLP data set has
been evaluated experimentally. The results show the effectiveness of FKBSE compared with parallel
systems. We studied the proposed FKBSE from the aspects of interface, query comparison, and performance.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed literature survey based on
relevant parameters. Section 3 introduces the proposed solution. Section 4 demonstrates the experimental
evaluation using the parallel system. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the conclusions and future directions.

2 Related Works

The literature review is organized for the parameters used for comparative analysis in this work.

2.1 Interface

In the literature, there are text, visualization, and voice-based interfaces. The Data Warehouse Search
(SODA) system is one of the text-based interfaces that enables business users to generate answers to ad hoc
queries from the data warehouse. It uses graph pattern matching method to convert keywords into SQL
queries. Initially, SODA used ontology and pattern-based graphs to map keywords to pattern elements to
explore data [9]. The SQL aggregation using keywords (SQAK) system simplifies query input by setting up
SQL aggregation queries of simple keywords by using a measure based on edit distance. A complete
software development cycle has been adopted, and sampling-based search algorithms have been used [10,11].

The visualization-based interface is an extension of the text-based interface to facilitate non-technical
users [12,13]. Among them, the DataTone system was demonstrated to provide a combination of natural
language query and visualization. It solves the ambiguity of natural language processing by providing
visualization. Here, the user can select the appropriate option from the list of available visualizations. The
system has been evaluated on six data sets, but these limitations are limited in the sense that each data set
contains only one table. In order to evaluate the efficiency and accuracy, the data tones should be
analyzed on the benchmark data set [14,15].

We can also find research trends in NLIDB related to voice-based interfaces. EchoQuery is a similar
system, it first accepts voice input from the user. Later, it will optimize the given query and convert it to
SQL. The system was evaluated on two data sets including MIMIC and star mode benchmark tests. This
system only works in relational databases [16]. In addition, the Articulate system obtains queries from
users in the form of voice and converts them into visual content. It proposes a VisQL specification
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language to request the construction of diagrams. In order to find relevant charts, a classification technique
was chosen. Providing follow-up queries and lack of metadata support are the limitations of this work [13].

2.2 Query Comparison

The NLIDB system shall provide relevant results while meeting the query comparison parameters. Many
systems intend to provide relevant top k results for user input queries. However, the EASE system models
structured unstructured and semi-structured data as graphics. It generates the top k answers for a large amount
of heterogeneous data [17]. In addition, the SPARK system establishes a ranking method based on traditional
IR ranking technology. The global pipeline algorithm has been used for optimization. For the sorting
function, a skyline scan is established, and the block pipeline algorithm performs query processing [8].
The OS ranking paradigm is given, in which the retrieved tuples are regarded as children of the tree. For
the retrieval of significant results, the affinity of the relationship was estimated, and the level of the
retrieved OS was measured [5]. In addition, the Kite solution also provides queries on heterogeneous
databases. It links records from multiple databases based on foreign keys to display query results [18].

We can find algorithms for keyword search in data graphs in [19,20]. It has two components, including
an engine and a ranker. The results show that the algorithm eliminates redundancy and sorts related answers,
similar to search engines. In the figure, the scoring function is suitable for ranking related top structures.
Among them, mode-based and modeless methods have been used. In [21,22], the algorithm is suitable for
backward search, dynamic programming and enumeration methods. In the literature [23], a ranking
strategy based on relevance is proposed, and the algorithm generates an answer graph with the support of
breadth first search (BFS). The NaLIR system conducts input query through user interaction to accurately
understand the user’s intention. The system decodes its internal understanding through parsing and
database context, where the explanation is presented to the user to choose the correct understanding.
Accuracy is achieved through interactive sessions between NaLIR and users.

2.3 Performance

Performance evaluation is an important step in any system [24]. Research groups have established many
NLIDB systems, but few people evaluate their performance [25]. The full grid algorithm is one of the
systems that uses Naïve algorithm to communicate with SQL and uses sparse algorithm to improve query
processing. Single-pipeline and global pipeline algorithms form queries, while hybrid algorithms make
decisions for a given query [26]. DISCOVER uses candidate network generators and plan generators to
discover information from relational databases. Greedy algorithm, optimal algorithm and naive algorithm
execution plan execution and evaluation [27].

BANKS-II’s two-way extended search algorithm generates answers to keyword queries based on
graphs. Bidirectional expansion search can be evaluated by using sparse and backward expansion
algorithms [27]. In addition, DBXplorer uses hashing and compression technology, which is a
compression of the symbol table, which compresses the symbol table for the common keywords in the
database column. The two-tier index model contains content related to keywords and node mapping in
the top-level block index. The index tells whether the node has reached the specific key and the shortest
distance. Using BFS can improve query performance [28].

The CNEvalDynamic algorithm has provided m-keyword support for relational data streams. In this
work, the problem of seeking continuous and large data streams is solved. It limits the intermediate joins
to speed up query processing. Only from the perspective of CPU [7,29] were evaluated. In addition, the
PRECISE system is implemented on the basis of the theoretical framework. It claims to answer every
user question correctly. According to experiments, the system can accurately answer 80% of queries. The
system rarely answers these queries, so it is required to be rewritten [30].
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The Quest system contributes by enhancing machine learning technology to check the database. It
proposes two methods, namely forward and backward methods. In the forward approach, query keywords
are mapped to schema elements. Use backward methods to rank connection paths using machine learning
models. The system has been evaluated on IMDB, DBLP and Mondial databases [31]. In addition, the
metadata method realizes the mapping of keywords to queries by calculating the weights of inherited
nodes. In [32], a threshold algorithm was proposed to reduce the response time and frequency of results.
In [33], the database and IR technology were merged into one system.

3 Proposed Solution

For the standardized design of NLIDB tools, a parameter-based architecture has been proposed. As
shown in Fig. 1, the parameters include interface, query comparison and performance. This work is
aimed at non-technical users who do not have the technical knowledge of the tool. The interface
parameter suggests eight functions to standardize the tool design for these users. According to our
observations, the diversity of interfaces hinders getting the most benefit from tools. A single standard
interface for each tool can increase the scope of analysis for users. The query comparison parameters
solve the general requirements when writing user queries in the form of text-based, navigation-based or
voice-based. Performance parameters use a threshold to evaluate the throughput of the tool.

3.1 Benchmark Parameters

3.1.1 Interface
End users and systems use interfaces as the basic source of communication. If the interface is properly

designed, the user can easily interact with the system. The information retrieved from the database is
displayed on the interface. So far, different interfaces have appeared in the literature, including menu-
based, formal query languages and graphical interfaces, but these interfaces limit users’ query capabilities
by displaying changing interface formats. In Tab. 1, we have defined interface functions that enhance the
usability of the system.

Figure 1: Proposed parameters-based architecture
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3.1.2 Query Comparison
The NLIDB system can be evaluated according to the query comparison parameters, and it can be

measured according to the following functions.

The number and complexity measurement of keyword support: This function refers to how many query
keyword searches the system can perform at the same time and how to solve the function of keyword
complexity. Formally, the keyword support Sk can be measured as given in the Eq. (1). The result is
represented by R, which contains all the different search records for all keywords K (input query).
Therefore, each unique record ri is a concatenation of at least one query keyword ki, such as,

Sk ¼
XR

i¼1

Distinct ki; rið Þð Þj 8 ki � K (1)

The system should establish a connection path for a large number of keywords behind the scenes. As the
complexity of this process increases, accuracy and performance become critical.

Relevancy and Accuracy: The related results include all keywords specified in the user’s query are
regarded as accurate results. However, the retrieved results include the entire record displayed for the
query. No input query keywords or a small number of records that are rated as irrelevant query keywords.
Therefore, the correlation average ra can be calculated by dividing the related records by the total
retrieved records, as shown in Eq. (2). The total search record is represented by R, where k1 ⊓ k2 …. ⊓
kn defines related records as,

ra ¼ ri
R

(2)

Dynamicity and Query Independence: Dynamic and query independence functions show the flexibility
and comfort of query input in NLIDB. Query reconstruction supports dynamics, and query reconstruction
can be used to obtain more accurate results according to user expectations. It practices spelling correction
and alternative term selection techniques, ultimately making the system automated and user-friendly. The
system that provides the basis for the dynamics becomes efficient and effective, and also provides
relevant records. According to the independence of the query, the system cannot bind the user to the
database schema used to enter the query. In contrast, SQL restricts the database schema to be notified to
users to retrieve results, while a keyword-based system makes users independent.

Table 1: Parameters of the interface

S# Interface parameters

1 Ease of query input

2 User friendly

3 Ease for data selection

4 Details are visible

5 Database details available

6 Ease of result understanding

7 Interface interactivity

8 Result format
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3.1.3 Performance
Performance is a measure of response time obtained by the system to display the complete results of a

user’s query. The response time is calculated after each query is executed on the interface of each system. It is
the sum of processing time, ranking time and result display time. Research groups have established many
NLIDB systems, but few people evaluate their performance.

3.2 Standard Design Based on Parameters

The advantages and disadvantages of the system can be determined through comparative analysis. Few
systems expose flaws in their interface, while other systems perform poorly and constrain users during query
input. A system that presents a lot of details and irrelevant results can affect performance. However, due to
incorrect alignment and grouping, the results of some systems are not easy to understand. Too many details
without any specific arrangements will irritate users [34]. Few systems do not respond to valid queries. In
order to increase the usability and understandability of the system, the results must be reasonably
visualized. Overcoming the defects of the interface can improve the usability of the system.

As shown in Fig. 2, we have designed an interface called FKBSE, which captures the limitations of the
existing system. According to the survey results, the following are reasonable characteristics of NLIDB:

� Simple interface design

� System availability and understandability should be high

� Important ingredients should be visible

� Easy for new users

� Support novice users to understand

� Data selection should be easy

� Display response time

� Display the total number of records retrieved

� Display results in ordered groups

� Result ranking organization

Figure 2: Proposed FKBSE interface (a) FKBSE interface (b) DBLP result format on FKBSE
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3.3 User Experience

It is very important to evaluate the interface from the user’s perspective. Fig. 3 shows the FKBSE interface,
which includes the eight functions given in Tab. 1. As NLIDB’s interface design has ambiguities at multiple
levels, the FKBSE user interface is designed to make query input easy to interpret the results. The interface
is intended to have all the functions defined for standardization. Let us describe the interface with an
example scenario. For example, if the user (Hannah) wants to search for related research papers by the
author. He wrote the query “Vagelis Hristidis” (see Fig. 3 (1): Easy query input). He can choose the sample
query suggested in the current input query (see Fig. 3 (2): User Friendly). When Hannan presses the search
button, the results will be retrieved from the specified database. Now, he can choose to view any number of
highest-ranked records, such as the top 3 records (see Fig. 3 (3): easy selection of data). The results can be
easily interpreted, such as Top 1, total time and total records (see Fig. 3 (4): details are visible). The user
can select any available database to view the results (see Fig. 3 (5): available database selection). In
addition, Hannan can easily understand the results, which are marked with titles such as Authors, PaperID,
etc. (see Fig. 3 (6): Easy to understand results). In addition, the design is interactive for the user, for
example, he can expand the results, set many records, etc. (see Fig. 3 (7): Interface Interactivity). Finally,
the result is displayed in a simple format (see Fig. 3 (8): result format).

The query comparison parameter is evaluated by relevancy and accuracy. Fig. 4 shows the FKBSE query
comparison rules. We follow the scenario of a specific user who can write any number of keywords, such as
“keyword-based search on relational databases and multidimensional databases” in order to explain the
comparison of queries similar to this interface. Relative to the input query retrieval results, and the
achieved relevance is 92%. In addition, FKBSE can be used by non-technical users who have zero
knowledge of database architecture and structure.

Figure 3: Scenario representing user experience on the interface
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4 Experimental Evaluation

Here, we evaluate the performance of our method through in-depth experiments. We initially discussed
parallel systems and data sets. Finally, the experimental analysis and results are given.

4.1 Parallel Systems

We studied four parallel systems. In this regard, SPARK (see Fig. 5a) is a well-known and effective
keyword-based NLIDB system. During operation, SPARK is convenient for users to query easily. The
interface of the system is user-friendly for novices. On the other hand, OS NLIDB (see Fig. 5b) is a
novel keyword search paradigm for relational databases. It produces results in the form of OSs that
characterize the retrieved associated tuples for user queries. When executed on the DBLP and Northwind
datasets, it is not portable. Sometimes, because the OS allows a lot of details to be displayed, it may
irritate the user. However, novice users may have trouble entering queries because it limits the user’s
perception of the patterns used to determine keywords to formulate queries. However, the SKSLDS
system (see Fig. 5c) is easier than the above system. It supports a larger number of keywords. In
addition, user independence is important in this system. Therefore, it unconditionally restricts users from
entering queries without any restrictions. The results are displayed in a tree format, which can improve
user comprehensibility. Users can smoothly understand the database architecture. BANKS-I and BANKS-
II (see Fig. 5d) are well-known keyword search systems for relational databases. BANKS-I implements a
backward expansion scheme, while BANKS-II uses a two-way expansion mechanism. Both help to enter
up to two keywords and display the top 10 results for any query. According to requirements, users can
explore further results. The results are easy to understand, and users can easily enter queries without
knowing the architecture. These NLIDB also provide sample queries for novice users.

4.2 Dataset

We have used the benchmark data set DBLP to evaluate the parameters on the selected system. A query
set based on DBLP has been developed for comparative analysis of FKBSE with these systems. The
specifications of the data set are given in Tab. 2.

Figure 4: Characteristics of the FKBSE: FKBSE supports any number of keywords with 92% relevancy; No
schema knowledge required for writing query; Current FKBSE version does not provide dynamicity
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Figure 5: Interfaces of the parallel systems (a) SPARK (b) Object summaries (c) SKSLDS (d) BANKS

Table 2: Statistics of data set from DBLP

Queries built Articles

100 2.5 million
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The sample in the query set is displayed in the Tab. 3. These queries are used to evaluate the parameters
of the system. From 2002 to 2016, we conducted some experiments on the DBLP dataset. The data set has a
computer science bibliography website at the University of Trier, Germany. The bibliography contains more
than 2.5 million articles, many of which are linked to the homepages of computer scientists.

4.3 Results Discussion

We conducted an on-site survey to test interface parameters using data set queries. Prepare a
questionnaire to obtain the ranking score of the selected system relative to the interface parameters. In our
field survey, 150 users who understand the common interface voluntarily participated. In Fig. 6, the
results show that, compared to other systems, the FKBSE interface ranks higher in the eight functions
(given in Tab. 1) (with the highest score of 39.66). The y-axis shows the average score (%), and the x-
axis shows NLIDB. Few systems are better for specific functions, and those systems are not suitable for
other functions. From this perspective, BANKS-I and BANKS-II are easier to use. The SPARK interface
is more interactive and provides a click environment. Based on the analysis of all competing systems,
FKBSE has all the best features available. Therefore, FKBSE received the highest score in the user
evaluation. Users explored SPARK, SKSLDS, OS, BANKS-1 and BANKS-II, so they found all the
positive features in a standardized form in FKBSE. In order to achieve 100% user satisfaction, the
interface must be simpler and user-friendly.

Table 3: A sample from the query set

S# Queries

1 Discover by yannis

2 IEEE publications

3 S.Chakrabarti

4 University of California

5 OLAP Data cubes

6 Peer-to-Peer network

7 Spatial data mining

8 Multidimensional databases

9 VLDB conference

10 Objectrank

11 Vagelis Hristidis

32.53
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39.66
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Figure 6: Interface features
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In the query comparison parameters, FKBSE supports searching for 5 keywords that are higher than the
parallel system. SPARK and SKSLDS support up to four keywords relative to this parameter, while OS,
BANKS-1 and BANKS-II limit two keywords. The results are depicted in Fig. 7. The number 1 is
supported, but the 0 is not supported. According to the results, FKBSE not only standardizes NLIDB, but
also contains the greatest advantages that exist in any system. Therefore, it supports 5 keywords, which is
the most in the existing system. The retrieved results place those documents in the highest position, and
the document keeps all keywords in adjacent positions. This research puts forward this concept through
relevance and accuracy. The accuracy of the comparison result is measured according to the level of the
relevant result. The enumeration of dependencies is specified in Tab. 4. The following abbreviations are
used as follows:

� RET = Retrieved records

� R = Relevant from retrieved records

� IR = Irrelevant from retrieved records

SPARK SKSLDS OS BANK-I
BANKS-

II
FKBSE

1-keyword 1 1 1 1 1 1

2-keyword 1 1 1 1 1 1

3-keyword 1 1 0 0 0 1

4-keyword 1 1 0 0 0 1

5-keyword 0 0 0 0 0 1

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1
1.2

S
u

p
p

o
rt

NLIDB systems

Figure 7: Capability of systems for keywords support

Table 4: Relevancy statistics

SPARK SKSLDS OS BANKS-I BANKS-II FKBSE

Q# RET R IR RET R IR RET R IR RET R IR RET R IR RET R IR

1 5 5 0 1000 976 24 2 2 0 350 350 0 960 960 0 982 982 0

2 2 2 0 1000 797 203 0 0 0 400 400 0 40 40 0 1000 1000 0

3 4 3 1 1000 954 46 0 0 0 40 40 0 3 2 1 748 748 0

4 2 1 1 1000 897 103 0 0 0 260 260 0 80 80 0 150 150 0

5 3 3 0 1000 899 101 1 1 0 20 20 0 340 340 0 402 401 1

6 13 12 1 1000 783 217 11 9 0 375 207 168 140 56 84 140 120 20

7 18 17 1 1000 877 123 13 13 3 40 40 0 320 320 0 999 991 8

8 23 22 1 1000 863 137 19 19 0 350 350 0 140 140 0 1000 1000 0

9 29 29 0 1000 798 202 25 25 0 80 80 0 60 60 0 809 809 0

10 4 4 0 3 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 0

11 4 4 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 4 4 0
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For example, for query 1 on SKSLDS, RET = 1000 records have been retrieved. These RET related
records are R = 976, while IR = 24 records are irrelevant. The average correlation is 97.6. The results are
shown in Fig. 8. According to the results, FKBSE has significant correlation with BANKS-II, BANKS-I,
SKSLDS and OS, respectively. FKBSE has a correlation of approximately 100%, while BANKS-II
provides a correlation of 80%. Therefore, FKBSE provides more than 20% relevant results.

Fig. 9 shows that all systems except OS support query independence. In the OS system, users must
understand the architecture to understand the results generated by user queries. In addition, only the
SPARK system supports dynamics. It uses existing knowledge to automatically perform query
refactoring. Currently, the query reconstruction function is not provided in FKBSE. The query
reconstruction function will be implemented in FKBSE, which is part of future work. Fig. 10 summarizes
a comparison of parallel systems used to evaluate performance. The results show that FKBSE takes less
time to display the results. It takes 1.13 s on average. BANKS-II, BANKS-I, SKLDS, OS and SPARK
consume an average of 2.64, 3.19, 4.23, 4.34 and 4.4 s respectively. Therefore, the efficiency of FKBSE
is 43% lower than that of BANKS-II, and the time of BANKS-II is 2 min less. The increased dynamics
in the system will significantly improve the performance of FKBSE. In this way, several optimization
plans will be constructed from which the most effective plan can be executed.
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SPARK SKSLDS OS
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Figure 8: Comparison for retrieval of the relevant results
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Figure 9: Dynamicity and query independence support
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5 Conclusions

This paper proposes a standardized interface FKBSE. It has been evaluated using parallel systems from
different parameters including interface, query comparison and performance. According to the interface
parameters, our proposed FKBSE has the highest average score of 39.66. FKBSE provides the function
of searching for five keywords at the same time based on query comparison parameters. On the other
hand, SPARK and SKSLDS can only support up to four keywords. The relevance of FKBSE search
results is higher than that of BANKS-II, which obtains relevant results in the second position. Based on
performance parameters, our results verify that FKBSE takes less time to display results than other
systems. For portable computers equipped with FKBSE, surveys are essential. It will be developed as the
only system that can be deployed with any relational database and meets all requirements.
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